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Our archive

LAT (MPI, Nijmegen)

Currently: > 5TB

One large (> 80%) ‘customer’:

RWAAI (Languages and Cultures in Southeast Asia & India)

Continuous data provider

Many ‘small’

Lacola/Diacl (Historical/Typological data, ~250G) 

Swedia (Swedish dialects in Sweden and Finland, ~180G)

Data comes in ‘spurts’





How are people using the data

aka

what has been done with it?



Diacl: lexeme example



Diacl: ancestry diagram



Diacl: geographical context



Swedia

Dialect project

Recorded around 2000

Audio only

100 villages in Sweden 
and Finland

12 speakers/village

Word lists

Interviews

Dialect ‘trips’

https://person2.sol.lu.se/JohanFrid/DialektResa/
https://person2.sol.lu.se/JohanFrid/DialektResa/


Handwritten Text Recognition



Augmented data: an archive issue?

Video of two consultants conversing 

in Elfdalian, using gestures

any type of 'spatial locationing' in 

videos and images

pose estimation, geospatial mapping, 

handwriting recognition etc

adding new layers may be very 

useful (particularly for annotation), 

but may duplicate lots of data

linkage to audio, video, annotations 

and object recognition 

[here will be a video of a human with a pose 

estimation analysis layer added]

http://drive.google.com/file/d/12mgZbNyYSmIVYtjym0tZw_-y1cUHVjA8/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/12mgZbNyYSmIVYtjym0tZw_-y1cUHVjA8/view


Eye-tracked frog stories: rescuing old data 

(shaky) video of eye tracking while 

looking at and describing a picture

gaze behaviour in relation to spoken 

description

do people look at what they talk 

about?

famous task, 'frog stories', known to 

induce 'cultural' differences

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cjziy_rLSKyy2yuTziD__amYFsOsG7hF/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cjziy_rLSKyy2yuTziD__amYFsOsG7hF/view


Issues

we have the file with the eye tracking data with coordinates etc but these are 

related to the screen not the video

picture might be retrieved, but not how it was displayed

1. x-y scaling 

2. the actual monitor is nowhere to be found

nowadays object detection is easy enough, so we can detect the red circle and 

probably the screen too

but still need to realign with audio

all this creates new files and new archiving, new PIDs?

layered approach, versioning for video? Git?


